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I don’t have enough words to describe the
beauty of Shillong. I had already been to Shillong in
the month of June 2019, completely unaware that
I will be visiting again in the month of November
2019, this time with students. Unitedworld School
of Liberal Arts and Mass Communication had
organized a study field trip to Shillong, capital of
Meghalaya, for its semester five students who
have feminism as their minor course. Meghalaya is
also known as “The Abode of Clouds”. The trip was
intended to study the matriarchal society in
North-East especially in Khasi Hills, where Shillong
is situated. This five-day trip was organized by two
faculty members and four students.
We travelled from Ahmedabad to Guwahati by
air and then in a taxi from Guwahati to Shillong.
Before we were to land in Guwahati airport I could
see the Brahmaputra river from my window. The
river flows through China, India and Bangladesh.
The river originates from the Angsi glacier region
located in Tibet. Brahmaputra river swells in the
months of monsoon i.e. June-October in Assam.
The river causes massive floods in the region. The
river looks like a giant anaconda resting in between
the mountains and the forest.
Shillong is 99 kilometers from Guwahati by
road. This distance is travelled in four hours
instead of two and half hours since the terrain is
mountainous. Our trip began on 17th November
2019 at 9:00 am when we landed in Guwahati,
Assam. Guwahati is a different region in terms of
land, people, culture, food, architecture, history,
economy, politics, social and environment
compared to that of western India. Being in the
eastern India makes you realize that the west is not
equally gifted. In Guwahati and Shillong it rains
anytime of the day. The weather remains flirtatious
there. Guwahati is humid and hot except in winter
and Shillong is a mountainous region, it has a
pleasant to cold weather throughout the year.
Whatever your eyes would see in Shillong will be
more colorful than that you may have seen in the
western India. No wonder that Shillong is called as
the Scotland of the East.
Shillong is situated in the bosom of East Khasi
Hills. The view of the valley and its surrounding is
breath taking. The soil is aptly fertile to support
various kinds of flora and fauna. Shillong has a
natural floriculture. Flowers which we may have

seen in the nurseries in the western part of India
only grow with lots of care taking and nurturing in
the nurseries and when we buy them to take them
home, they barely survive since the nurseries from
where we bought them has its own eco system
which remains absent in our homes. In Shillong
these exquisite flowers are seen to be growing
naturally in the woods and in the wild. Flowers and
plants that you can see are Rhododendron,
Himalayan Water Hazel, Meghalaya Lantern
Flower, Khasi Balsam, Pygmy Water Lily,
Meghalayan Red Water Lily, Himalayan Sapria,
Pitcher Plant (Indian Carnivorous Plant), Cherry
Blossom Trees, Marigold, Pineapples, Hibiscus, The
Lady’s Slipper Orchids, Geraniums, etc. to name a
few. They are eye soothing and soul nourishing
views and have pleasant odors. Mountains are lush
green and they look as if the paintings of Monet and
Vincent Van Gogh have come to life.
We miss so much while living our ordinary lives.
Shillong gives one calming experience. Mountains
with ferns of different kinds are a common sight.
Tall grasses in the fields which would embarrass
savannah grasses, some of the long grasses look
like giant cat tails; they have a fluffy-hairy top.

One thing in particular I observed and as a
matter worth mentioning is the comparison
between the flora and fauna of the western India
and the eastern India. Trees in the west are shorter
and the trees in the east are taller and humongous
whereas the cattles in the west are bigger in size
and the east ones are short and cute. North-East
has different kinds of fruits. Berries and bananas
need a special mention here. Bananas which look
green would be considered raw in the west of India
whereas green bananas are ripe from the inside in
the east of India. They taste different too. If I had to
compare its taste with a known one then I would
say that they somewhat taste like ripe jackfruits.
During the season the jackfruit trees are seen to be
having huge jackfruits in abundance and a tree
with hanging jackfruits is a pleasant sight. People of
North-East India are hardy and jolly. They do
tremendous hard work and I guess this is the
reason for their robust health; obesity is almost
absent; they are healthy and have well formed leg
muscles like professional body builders. Peoples
face look light pink and sometimes red because the
hemoglobin level in the people living in the hilly
regions is generally higher than the ones living on
plain regions. People there live a peaceful life and
their needs are basic.
I was amazed to see the local goats and dogs in
the East Khasi Hills. They were like the miniature
version of the goats and dogs found in the western
part of India. Forests are covered in tall and
aromatic coniferous pine trees. This part of
North-East India is completely untouched, although
plastic can be found in some places wherever
tourists go. It is not tourists’ home and since in India
the civic sense in the public domain is almost
absent, plastic has reached at the foot of the hills.
People of Shillong are responsible people towards
the environment and they practice and enforce
others in keeping their environment clean. I guess
they know the truth of global warming much more
than we assume to do. There is sunlight at 4 am in
Shillong like other parts of the North-Eastern India
and sunsets at 4 pm and it is dark as night. On the
first day, we couldn’t do much of site seeing as we
were tired from all the travel and sleepless night a
day before.
Second day, we were on our way to Nokhalikai
Waterfalls or the famous Seven Sisters Falls
located near Cherrapunji in the North-East. In the
surrounding jungles of Cherrapunji many
waterfalls, small and big, are visible when one
makes the journey by road. The site of the
waterfalls make you wish that you were standing at

the point where they fall. There is presence of
pleasant odor and mist in the air. The Nokhalikai
waterfall is 1115 feet high. Cherrapunji is also
known as Sohra, it is the wettest place on the
planet Earth. This site attracts tourists from all
around the world. The site of the waterfall is
mesmerizing. The place where the water falls has
pristine blue water and one can see the stones
and rocks inside of the water from kilometers
away. Pristine blue water like this is a proof of
mineral rich water. The waterfalls viewpoint is
often covered with temporary clouds and to have
a clear sunny day to view the waterfalls is just a
miracle. Many tourists return disappointed
sometimes because the clouds completely cover
the waterfalls point. The road to wherever one
goes in Shillong in the month of mid October and
November is seen to be covered by Cherry
Blossom Trees. For a second one may feel that one
is travelling in the forests of Japan.
We had plans to go to the Ward’s Lake in the
evening which is in the heart of Shillong city on our
second day but due to curfew declared by the city
administration the site was closed for tourists.
There were rumors of some ethnic group which
had burned a church and an army march was
declared by the city administration. The curfew
was for the locals and not for the tourists, still our
rental car driver insisted that we reach to our
hotel by 6 pm since the curfew time was from 6
pm to 7 am. We suffered the effects of curfew for
two days as the tourists place were shut.

Third day of our trip, we went to Elephanta
Falls, Shillong Peak and Police Bazaar. Police
Bazaar is the central market of Shillong especially
for tourists. The market is full of shops selling
handicraft goods, sweaters, woolen caps, pan
galas, provision stores, hotels, pubs, food kiosks,
malls etc. We saw the street hawkers’ barbequing
chicken and pork chops on the grill and momo
shops selling fried and steamed chicken and
vegetable momos which is the local delicacy.
Fourth day, we visited Dawki which is a popular
tourist place at the India-Bangladesh border.
Dawki has one of the cleanest lake which is visited
by many tourists every year. Interestingly, the
clean lake is located only in India and not on the
other side of the border of Bangladesh. There was
a big rock on land which separated the two states.
On one side it was Bangladesh Army and on the
other side it was Border Security Force of India
(BSF).
Boat ride in the Dawki Lake is one of the best
experiences one can have. The water of the lake is
crystal clear and we can view colorful round
pebbles on lake’s bed from the boat. The lake has
ecology of its own with many small and big fishes
seen swimming in the water. We saw a snake

resting and bathing under the sunlight on a piece of
rock in the lake. Tourists are not allowed to feed the
fishes. The fishes only feed on wheat dough said
the boatman who took us on his boat for the tour. I
saw lung fishes resting and breathing on the rocks
in the shallow part of the lake. The site of other
small boats and canoes on the lake water looked as
if they were in the air and not on water. The
localites were selling sour plum pickles; they called
it “Kul”, stating it was from Bangladesh.
In the afternoon, we went to visit the cleanest
village of Asia called Mawlynnong. Mawlynnong is
near Dawki. Entry into the village, like any other
tourist spot in Meghalaya requires an entry fee.
The village has a tree house from which one can
see Bangladesh. One can also view some part of
Bangladesh from the Dawki Lake. The village has
local handicraft shops from where one can buy
knives, fridge magnets, Buddha statues, Khasi
shawls etc. as a souvenir. Mawlynnong has a
beautiful parish and the students got an
opportunity to meet the priest inside the parish
and they discussed the matriarchal society and
culture present in the Khasi Hills and found
answers to many of their questions.
The manager of the hotel where we stayed in
Shillong was from Khasi tribe. He told me that
property in Khasi hills is owned by women majorly
since it is a matriarchal society. The youngest
daughter of the family inherits the property. Earlier
men in their society wanted to marry the youngest
girl of the family due to property. The person
marrying the youngest daughter would have to
stay with his in-laws in their house and had to take
care of his wife’s family property. Some men who
were thought to be drunkards and irresponsible
and therefore unable to conserve the property of
the family lost it in gambling, alcohol, womanizing
etc. Therefore, women took up property
management ad business in their hands and the
society evolved as matriarchal. Earlier, men would
stay home and take care of the house and women
would handle the businesses and shops and earn
the daily living. Lately this culture has been
affected due to modern times.
The priest of the parish in Mawlynnong told the
students that now many Khasi men don’t prefer to
get married to the youngest daughter of the family
since they would have to shift in with their in-laws,
leaving their own place of comfort and lively hood
even businesses which they had established
elsewhere. Today, men and women both work
together. Although, I mostly saw women taking
care of the businesses and shops in the markets.

The parish was surrounded with green trees
having yellow and red flowers and colorful flower
plants which are a common site in the entire Khasi
hills region. The parish had wooden benches in the
outside garden area where we saw some children
studying and doing their school homework. The
children were very friendly and greeted us warmly
and some informal conversations occurred. I saw a
pure hearty innocent smile after ages!
I have observed that material gain is of less
importance in the North-Eastern Indian culture.
Human bonds are given more importance. It is not
about what you buy for them but it is about what
you make for them. Things which take efforts in
doing and not money are of a greater value to their
culture.
In Mawlynnong, late afternoon, we went to see
the single root bridge and Mawsmai Caves. Living
root bridges in Meghalaya are considered by
UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization) as a World Heritage
Sites. This is another prime tourist attraction in
Mawlynnong. The single root bridge is a wonder of
nature; an ever growing root bridge, a nature’s
marvel in true sense. The structure of the bridge
has been artificially created. The bridge is made of
entangled roots purposefully grown by the Khasi
and Jaintia tribes in such a shape over the bank of
the river to serve as bridge. The bridge is made
from Areca Nut Palm and Rubber Tree roots; this
root bridge is alive and continues to grow. Although
due to wear and tear of time, weather and tourism
the root bridge has become weak and has been
supported by other artificial bridge made from
bamboos to distribute it’s the roots weight load. No
person is allowed to stand on the root bridge, still
there are stubborn tourists and because of their
lack of affinity towards the local culture they don’t
pay any heed to the instructions and stand for long
over the bridge to take selfies. There is also a
double-decker root bridge in Cherrapunji which we
could not visit due to time restraint.
Mawsmai Caves are in the little village of
Mawsmai. Mawsmai is few kilometers away from
Cherrapunji (Sohra). Mawsmai Caves are an
extensive network of underground beautiful caves
and has many breathtaking view of stalactites and
stalagmites. Being a popular tourist spot, we
witnessed only few tourists who came to explore
the caves. One has to hike through the forest for
twenty minutes to reach the caves. This hike takes
you through some amazing view of the valley and
waterfalls during monsoon. The forest has many
types of ferns and huge trees. Strangely, despite of

all the forest there is no wildlife to be seen. Not
even a bird, I noticed this strange absence of the
sound of forest and inquired with a local who we
met after we finished our tour of the caves, he
said that you would not find a single bird or
animal in these forests. I believe it to be true since
I did not come across the footprints or the
excreta of animal not even cattle for that matter
on the way. On the contrary, I found different
kinds of butterflies, snails, earthworms,
caterpillars, moths, spiders and ants to be very
active in these forests.
We finished the site of two caves meant for
the tourists. There was another cave which was
meant to be explored by professional cavers only
who come prepared with a kit. The way to the
cave suddenly opens and narrows down as we
progress ahead. We can see the beautiful lime
stone being formed inside these caves. There are
small and narrow bamboo bridges made inside
the caves by the tourism department to assist
the tourists cross over huge saddles formed
naturally. Some of the narrow tunnels in the cave
were marked as prohibited for people like us. The
prohibited site seemed exciting since no one
knew what was it like in there, I somehow focused
to continue to explore the routine path as others
and we saw the light at the end of the tunnel. It
was a feeling of euphoria! After dark, comes light!
We were tired and excited at the same. Today’s
itinerary was completed successfully and we
returned to our hotel.

On the fifth and last day of our trip, we left for
Guwahati Airport from Shillong by road on 21st
November 2019 at 9am. On the way we visited
the popular Mary Help of Christians Cathedral in
Shillong and in Guwahati, we visited the famous
Kamakhya Temple which is one of the first of fifty
first Shakti Pithas in India. It is situated in the
Nilachal hill in the western part of Guwahati city.
This Hindu temple is dedicated to mother
Goddess Kamakhya. The temple was built in
between the period 8th-9th Century A.D. It has a
beautiful architecture and building design. The
temple has a hemispherical dome on a cruciform
base. Every day is a rush hour in the Temple.
There are many devotees who come to visit the
Goddess Kamakhya. In the ancient period this
temple was a sacrificial site for the Khasi tribe
people who used to come every day with goats to
offer their sacrifice to the Goddess/Shakti. In
Sanskrit the word Kamakhya means the yielder
of all desires. Many folklores and legends are
associated with this temple. Kamakhya Devi is
famously known as the bleeding goddess. The
mythical womb and vagina of Shakti are
supposedly installed in the 'Garvagriha' or
sanctum of the temple.
In the month of Ashaad (June), the Goddess
bleeds or menstruates. At this time, the
Brahmaputra River near Kamakhya turns red

as folklore explains. Some locals said that due
to modern times the natural bleeding of the
Goddess has stopped. It is done now
artificially by adding a red dye to the water
which flows from the idol, outside of the
temple through a small canal which empties
in the Brahmaputra River. The devotees bring
a white cloth with them which they dip in this
water and take it home considering that this
will bring good luck to them. Photography is
strictly prohibited inside of the temple, yet
there are few photographs being circulated
on the internet and some of these
photographs are the real photographs of the
womb of the Goddess Kamakhya.
Five days in Shillong along with the
students was an unforgettable experience for
me. I believe that the exchange of knowledge
becomes more interesting when we have
discussion with students outside the formal
environment where they learn in a better way.
We reached the LGB Guwahati International
Airport in the evening to return to
Ahmedabad. It was a fruitful trip and we all
got to know new things about the people of
North-East India, about their history,
psychology, culture, cuisines, etiquettes and
manners and much more.

The Echo of Future
Youth Parliament (YP) of India 2019, a one of its kind event in the country, was organized
by Karnavati University (KU) to commemorate the vibrancy and diversity of youth community
in India. YP saw a gathering of leaders, lawyers, politicians, media and youth celebrities, all of
whom encouraged young speakers to voice up their opinions. Most engaging part of YP is
student speeches, and undoubtedly an experience that students cherish a lot.
Ms Khushi Shrivastava and Mr Yuvraj Singh Mann of USLM (FY) were shortlisted among a
pool of students from various universities across India. The short-listing process was highly
competitive and conducted by an independent jury. Ms Khushi Shrivastava won the prize for
‘Best Speaker’ in her segment.
Ms. Khushi Shrivastava (USLM-FY) said “I also for one enjoyed the experience of
presenting my view on the topic ‘Jammu and Kashmir = J&K + POK + Askai chin’. The task of
presenting various mainstream political views was a great opportunity for me to research
and understand the topic at hand.”
Her principal argument was “Our political parties have failed to reach one common
ground of agreement, and this is the real issue of J&K, POK and Askai chin. Our leaders are of
so diverse views that it has led to threaten the national security.

There is no doubt in that our ruling government and our opposing government both
believe in the equation, but they fail to come together to take any action, this is the root of the
issue. As youth we are NGOs of our world i.e. "N"ation's "G"romming "O"rganization and we
seek solutions. I'm of the opinion that fighting a legal argument is more advantageous than
fighting a war. We have a solid ground case, we have good lawyers and we have our
intentions to persuade on this, all we need is our mainstream political parties to have a
gathbandhan on agreements.“
Mr. Yuvraj Singh Mann (USLM-FY) said, “I took part in the Youth Parliament of India-2019
as a student speaker. I was nervous and full of mixed feelings. I was also very confident that I
am going to speak for myself, what I feel and what should be done to bring about any change
in our society. My topic was, ‘Illegal Immigrants- politics over national security?’, a very crucial
and important topic to discuss. The topic was mainly about the NRC and citizenship
amendment bill. I specifically mentioned that those who respect the constitution of India and
respect the way of our life are always welcome in India. India has never ever asked any illegal
immigrant to leave without any necessary reason. Also, I spoke about the citizenship
amendment bill, and how it is very important for any refugee who seeks shelter in India. This
bill should not have any bias related to caste or religion. I argued for the case of India first. “
The event was a big success; participants and audiences were thrilled to hear the
dignitaries speak on the occasion. With great zeal and enthusiasm YP-2019 bid farewell, and
set the stage for Youth parliament of India 2020, which will take forward its legacy. YP
promises to provide a platform to the youth of our country and make sure their voices - from
length and breadth of our country - echo throughout our nation.

Visit to Nova IVI Fertility
- Khushi Rochwani
Semester 5, USLM

An educational visit to Nova IVI Fertility (NIF), Navrangpura, Ahmedabad, was
organized by USLM of Karnavati University on Wednesday, 6th November 2019.
Seven Psychology major students of 5th semester accompanied by a faculty of USLM
visited NIF to interact with fertility specialists, embryologists and counsellors to
understand psyche of the people going through infertility, mental health of the staff,
and basic medical understanding on infertility.
The visit started at 9:20 am where we were warmly greeted by the inhouse senior
counsellor Dr ManishaAwtani. Then we were shown around the clinic which is of four
floors. The clinic is equipped with state-of-the-art infrastructure and labs in which all
the latest embryology equipment andstringent processes are in place which follow
international protocols on maintaining standards. The lab features equipment like
Laminar Air Flow's, MACS equipment, Heracell and Nitrogen tanks. This fertility
centre also provides diagnostics facilities for all blood investigations pertaining to
infertility treatments (for both male and female) AMH, antal follicle count, semen
analysis, ECG, embryology lab, recovery area, ovum pick, procedure room and sample
collection. The centre also offers cryopreservation for preserving eggs, sperms,
embryos. The donor program is stringent and follows strict protocols. Added to all of
this, they also provide financial guidance and counselling for their patients.
After the tour of the clinic, Dr ManishaAwtani talked to us about the psychological
aspect of the patients, their emotional response to infertility, role of the infertility
counsellor and the techniques employed by her for therapeutic treatment of the
patient. She also talked about the necessity for sensitization of the staff towards
infertility through counselling, relaxation techniques such as yoga for the patients
and counselling for the gamete donors. The clinic also conducts support group
counselling with the aim to help the patients from being isolated by talking to people
which are going through the same thing.

Then we also got the chance to interact with the medical professionals to understand
the biological approach of infertility by Dr Mona Shroff and Dr Jwal Banker. They
explained the causes of infertility, treatments for infertility and guidance for having a
healthy pregnancy. At the end of each session, they answered the questions asked by
students in great detail and with extreme patience.
Overall, the visit was very informative and enjoyable. At the end of the visit, the
students were graciously offered the opportunity to intern with Dr ManishaAwtani
for more exposure into the role of counselling in the field of counselling. The visit made
us realize the need for immense sensitisation and increase in awareness to get rid of
the stigma around infertility.

Dr. Manisha Awtani conducting a session on the role of infertility counsellor

Should innocents be killed
to awaken India?
Yuvraj Singh Mann
Sem 1, USLM

The title, itself shows many solutions
and many questions in people’s mind.
Innocents are the one, who are very good
in nature, always there to help anyone and
spreading love in the society. But their
innocence is not getting respect, that they
actually deserve. In India, the innocents are
the women, women of all ages. We know
that women are capable of anything and
are much stronger than men. But women
have very soft soul. Like a feather. Once
their soul breaks, whole body of a woman
breaks it into the small pieces. They are not
at all capable of doing anything. Their lives
end there. More specifically I am talking
about rapes.
Dr
Priyanka
Reddy,
living
in
Hyderabad, was allegedly raped, torture
and burnt alive under the bridge in
Hyderabad. What was her mistake? She
accepted a lift from a stranger group. And
they did this kind of pathetic act. Same as
Nirbhaya case in New Delhi. The rapes are
not at all stopping in India. Everyone says,
“India has the largest democracy in the
world. Their justice is so absolute and
always on time.” I say India is not at all
absolute in the terms of justice. The rape
victims don’t get the rights and justice
what they actually deserve. The males are
so dominant in nature and they actually
don’t know how to respect women and how
to take care and always be protective.
Women, starting from 6 months are
getting rapped by cruel men. Why is it
happening? One of the culprits in Dr
Priyanka Reddy case, was below 18 years
old. And for him, the court cannot give life
imprisonment or death penalty.

Why is it so? Like he can do anything he
want to but will not get punishment what
he deserves too. Harming someone else’s
right is not your right to freedom.
We need to raise our voice. We as a
true citizen of this country, have to speak
for these innocents. Otherwise, there is no
justice and fear of law remains. In recent
news, a girl named Anu Dubey in New
Delhi, started a protest outside the
parliament against these rapes of poor
girls. She was also beaten and tortured by
few policemen, but soon after she was
released and continued her protest.
People like her are the ones who stand with
the victims of a brutal incidents. We need
to learn from her. Even after 7 years of
Nirbhaya case, we couldn’t stop rapes. Our
government, court, constitution, and
society has failed to protect the innocent
girls. Now is the time to wake up.
Leave Ram Mandir and start saving
Sita from burning. We the youth have to
speak for these people and we don’t want
another candle march. We want peace.
And we will get it after we destroy all the
demons living in our society. Start saving
our daughters. Let them know that we are
there to help and protect them. We have to
stop rapes as it is happening in every 20
minutes in India. We together can stop this.
Let the world know that we are the safest
country for all the human beings. We have
to take the oath that is, “Stop killing
innocents and do protect every human
being”.
With this I rest my case, hoping for
some change in society. THANK YOU.

The Art of Love
I rehearsed so many times,
The art,
Of not breaking a heart,
Convincing people,
To convince me,
That they love me,
But in end it's all fragile,
It's so tender,
To hear my name,
On the lips,
Like a repeating melody,
Yet my heart refrains,
To follow the sweetness of that lips,
It will destroy me,
From within,
I love lies,
They make you beautiful,
For a while,
We humans,
Are reflections,
Which are unrecognizable,
Lying in all the corners,
Happy,
Dead within,
There will be a day,
When we will learn,
To survive,
With broken hearts.

By Ghata Joshi
SEM 1, USLM

In your absence, your scent prevails
In this haunting silence, I still hear you calling my name…
In this chaos around me, I sense you as my only
Oh, how I wish my therapist knew it was love
And that I was perfectly sane!
By Rajvi Dholakia
Sem 1, USLM

